In stress languages, stressed syllables may be distinguished from unstressed syllables in duration, amplitude, F0 movement, and segmental structure. In many stress languages, stress position within the word is fixed, and, hence, stress is not lexically distinctive. Where stress is lexically distinctive, such as in English, Dutch, and Russian, it is only infrequently the case that the prosodic features alone accomplish the lexical distinction. Thus, in English, the distinction between SUBject and subJECT (uppercase representing a stressed syllable) or between CONtents and conTENTS involves vowel differences in the initial syllable, as well as prosodic intersyllable differences. Pairs such as FORbear and forBEAR or FOREgoing and forGOing, in which the vowels do not differ across stress versions, are rare.
Both tone and stress are realized principally on the portion of a syllable that most readily allows variation in F0, amplitude, and duration-namely, on the quasi-steadystate portion, the vocalic nucleus of the syllable. Perception of the prosodic features is closely involved with perception of the vowel on which they are realized.
The perceptual question with which the present study is concerned is the processing of tonal and segmental information in the recognition of spoken Cantonese. This is related to the important theoretical question of the role of prosodic features in word recognition. The recognition of spoken words is, above all, a very efficient process. Longer words can often be effectively recognized before their ends (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) , and coarticulatory information in one segment can be used to predict a following segment (e.g., listeners can tell that they are hearing can and not cat in the vowel, before the final segment has begun; Ellis, Derbyshire, & Joseph, 1971) .
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Lexical tone in
In English, the experimental evidence suggests thatpossibly for the very reason that maximum efficiency is aimed for-prosodic stress information is not exploited prelexically. That is, the process of lexical access (achieving contact with an entry or entries in the mental lexicon) operates without the use of purely prosodic information. For instance, word recognition cannot be facilitated by prior information about stress pattern (Cutler & Clifton, 1984) . And listeners who hear either FORbear or for-BEAR in a sentence show speeded recognition of words related to either of them (i.e., either ancestor or tolerate; Cutler, 1986) , suggesting that both the lexical entry for FORbear and the lexical entry for forBEAR have been activated by the input, in just the same way as the lexical entries for a homophone such as sale/sail are both activated when either one is heard (Swinney, 1979) . Cutler (1986) argued that recognition efficiency in English could be served by omitting prosodic information from the prelexical access code because, in the case of stress information, the prosodic information is relative: Stressed syllables do not have an absolute level of duration, amplitude, or pitch movement but rather have just more of each than unstressed syllables do. Thus, hearing an initial syllable for-is not necessarily sufficient to inform the listener whether or not that syllable bears primary stress; unambiguous recognition is only possible once the second syllable has arrived. Thus, if listeners were to base their access of lexical entries on prosodic information in words such as FORbear/forBEAR, they would have to delay initiation of the lexical access procedure until information about the word's second syllable had arrived, and this delay would be inconsistent with maximum efficiency.
In fact, because minimal pairs such as FORbear/ forBEAR are very rare, and because most pairs of words that vary in stress also vary in segmental structure, the omission of prosodic information from the lexical access code in English would carry remarkably little cost. Specifically, the language would have a few more homophones; FORbear/forBEAR and its dozen or so fellow minimal stress pairs would join the huge set of existing homophones such as sale/sail. For the recognition of most words, segmental information would suffice to compute a unique code for accessing the appropriate lexical entry. Indeed, studies of the effects of mis-stressing on word recognition in English suggest that listeners are more sensitive to changes in vowels than to changes in stress pattern per se. Thus in "elliptic speech" (speech in which certain speech sounds are systematically distorted), the distortion that most disrupts word recognition is alteration of vowels in stressed syllables (Bond, 1981) ; word recognition is slowed to a far greater extent by mis-stressing that involves changing vowel quality (e.g., wallET, DEceit) than by mis-stressing that involves no vowel quality change (e.g., nutMEG, TYphoon; Cutler & Clifton, 1984) . Recognition of noise-masked words is not significantly affected by mis-stressing as long as vowel quality is unaltered (Slowiaczek, 1990) . Furthermore, English language users appear to prefer to categorize vowels along a vowel quality dimension (full vs. reduced) over a prosodic dimension (stressed vs. unstressed; Fear, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1995) .
In a tone language such as Cantonese, however, tonal distinctions between words are pervasive. The situation of the English listener, who can afford simply to ignore prosodic information in computing the prelexical access code, in no way resembles that of the Cantonese listener, for whom prosodic information is constantly decisive in word identification. There is, in fact, very little experimental evidence as yet available on how lexical tone information is processed in spoken-word recognition. There is, of course, clear evidence from standard word recognition paradigms that listeners use tonal information to determine word identity. Fox and Unkefer (1985) conducted a categorization experiment in which a continuum was constructed varying from one tone of Mandarin to another. The crossover point at which listeners switched from reporting one tone to reporting the other shifted as a function of whether the CV syllable upon which the tone was realized formed a real word when combined only with one tone or only with the other tone (in comparison with control conditions in which both tones, or neither tone, formed a real word in combination with the CV). This effect of word/nonword status also appears with ambiguous consonants (e.g., a continuum from [d] to [t] ) in CVC syllables, both in word-initial position (Ganong, 1980) and word-final position (McQueen, 1991) . Indeed, it also appears when the manipulation determining word versus nonword status is stress pattern (TIgress vs. diGRESS; Connine, Clifton, & Cutler, 1987) . Given the evidence cited above that lexical stress information is not used prelexically, Fox and Unkefer's result cannot be considered evidence of precisely how tone information is processed.
Nevertheless, there are some intriguing suggestions that the processing of tonal information may cause the listener more difficulties than may the processing of segmental information. All of these, as it happens, come from studies with Chinese languages. For instance, in a study by Tsang and Hoosain (1979) , Cantonese subjects heard sentences presented at a fast rate and were required to choose between two transcriptions of what they had heard; the transcriptions differed only in one character, representing a single difference of one syllable's tone, vowel, or tone+ vowel. Accuracy was significantly greater for vowel differences than for tone differences, and tone+ vowel differences were not significantly more accurately distinguished than were vowel differences alone. Taft and Chen (1992) found that homophone judgments for written characters in Mandarin were made less rapidly and less accurately when the pronunciation of the two characters differed only in tone, as opposed to in vowel; the response time difference (though not the accuracy difference) was replicated in a second experiment in Cantonese. Repp and Lin (1990) asked Mandarin listeners to categorize nonword CV syllables according to consonant, vowel, or tone; the tonal categorizations were made less rapidly than were the segmental decisions. All of these results might be regarded as unexpected, given how important tone information is for lexical identification in Chinese languages. (Note that Repp and Lin, in fact, argue that the tonal decisions in their experiment could not be made as rapidly as the segmental decisions because of the way their synthetic materials were constructed; but it is an interesting question whether the materials could have been constructed in a way in which both kinds of decision could have been equally rapid.)
The phonetic literature does contain a number of studies on the processing of cues to tone identification in Chinese. Lin and Repp (1989) , for example, report that identification of Taiwanese tones is based almost solely on the processing of F0 (height and movement), although there are, in Taiwanese (as in Cantonese; Kong, 1987) , correlations between tone and syllable duration. Gandour (1981) similarly claims that three dimensions of F0 are involved in tone identification in Cantonese: F0 contour, direction, and height. However, Whalen and Xu (1992) , in a study of Mandarin, found that amplitude information could be exploited for tone identification when F0 information was removed (only the relatively similar Mandarin Tones 2 and 3 proved difficult to discriminate in this way). In fact, Shen and Lin (1991) studied Mandarin Tones 2 and 3, both of which end in a rise, and report that they are distinguished by the timing of the F0 turning point within the syllable. Thus, it is clear that tone identification in Chinese languages normally involves the processing of F0, and it is possible that the processing may involve more than one dimension. The processing of tone, it is clear, is certainly no less complex than the processing of segmental information.
In the present study, we used speeded-response tasks to undertake a direct comparison of the perceptual processing of tonal versus segmental information in Cantonese syllables. Our initial experiment employed one of the simplest spoken-word recognition tasks: lexical decision. Listeners were asked to judge whether or not a spoken disyllable was a real word of Cantonese. The crucial items were, however, nonwords (i.e., items that required a "no" response in this task). These items were constructed from real Cantonese words by making some alteration in each case in the second syllable: the onset of the second syllable, its rime, its tone, or any combination of these elements could be altered. If, as the evidence from the experiments of Tsang and Hoosain (1979) , Taft and Chen (1992) and Repp and Lin (1990) suggests, listeners process tonal information less rapidly or less accurately than segmental information, then we would expect that nonwords that differ only in tone from a real word would be more likely to elicit a false-positive "yes" response or would be slower to elicit a correct rejection than would nonwords that differ from real words in some aspect of their segmental structure.
EXPERIMENT 1 Method
Materials. Twelve sets of eight disyllabic items were used as the main stimuli in the experiment. They are listed in Appendix A. Each set of items was formed by using one disyllabic word to generate seven disyllabic nonwords. This was done by systematically varying the syllabic components of one syllable of the original word. Syllables in Cantonese are traditionally described as having two parts: initials and finals, corresponding to the linguistic constructs onset and rime. Onsets may be null or may be singleton consonants. Rimes may be V, VV, or VC (where C can only be a nasal or a voiceless stop). We varied the three components onset, vowel, and tone of the second syllable of the original word, such that the second syllable of the resulting items differed from that of the original word in one or more of these components (in fact, in 11 of 12 cases, the rime difference was a vowel difference; in the remaining item set-Item 9 in Appendix A-the rime difference was in the syllabic coda.). Table 1 illustrates the results for one such set of words. All the modified second syllables were existing syllables in Cantonese, but none could go with the first syllable to form a disyllabic word.
These stimuli were formed into four blocks of 42 items each. Each block of stimuli was generated using three sets of disyllabic items (including 3 disyllabic words and 21 disyllabic nonwords). To even up the number of word and nonword items, each of the 3 words was repeated seven times, so that there were 21 word items in each block.
Finally, a further set of 14 disyllabic items-7 words and 7 nonwords-was constructed for use as practice stimuli. All disyllables were recorded by a female native speaker of Cantonese. They were digitized with a sampling rate of 22 kHZ using the SoundEdit program and stored on a Macintosh IIsi computer.
Each disyllable was spoken naturally in the recording, rather than being combined from tokens of the individual component syllables. Such artificially produced combinations would not sound like naturally spoken words (even in the case of the real words), and this could lead to a change in the subjects' lexical decision criterion. However, it was necessary to ensure that the segmental and tonal properties of the nonword disyllables were indeed perceptible as intended. To ascertain this, two control pretests were carried out. In the first (single-syllable identification), the disyllables were edited into their individual component syllables and presented to 10 native speakers of Cantonese, who were asked to write a corresponding character (recall that all syllables were existing syllables of the language). This pretest has the advantage that it is a conceptually simple task for Cantonese listeners; but it has the disadvantage that the edited syllables will have suffered a loss in naturalness, which is likely to lead to errors (in particular, for the initial syllables; second syllables should suffer less since they will be slightly longer due to final lengthening effects). Accordingly, in a second pretest (disyllable recognition), the disyllables were presented to 10 native listeners, who were asked to listen to each spoken item, decide what they had heard, and then judge whether their percept matched the sound of two characters presented subsequently on cards. Table 2 presents the results of the pretests. In the single-syllable identification test, each character written by the subjects was compared with the spoken item on onset, vowel, and tone. The overall percent correct for first syllables was 68.3% and for second syllables 75.8%. In second syllables, the mean percent correct for onset was 89.4%, for vowel 93.5% and for tone 89.5%; an analysis of variance (ANOVA) across items showed no significant difference between these three properties [F(2,176) < 1]. In the disyllable recognition test, the mean percent correct was 82%; an ANOVA across items showed no significant difference between the seven conditions [F(6,54) ϭ 1.44]. We concluded that the items were perceptible as intended and, importantly, that there was no asymmetry in the respective perceptibility of the onsets, vowels, and tones.
Subjects. Sixteen subjects were recruited from the introductory psychology subject pool at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. All subjects were native speakers of Cantonese, and none reported a history of hearing loss or speech disorder. None had taken part in either control pretest.
Procedure. The subjects were tested individually in a quiet room. They heard the stimuli at a comfortable level through Sound MD-802A headphones. They were asked to judge whether or not each presented disyllable was a legal word by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard of a Macintosh computer and to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
The experiment included a practice session followed by four experimental sessions. The practice session consisted of 14 trials, and each experimental session involved 42 trials. Each trial started with the presentation of a short (300-msec) warning tone followed by a 400-msec pause. Immediately after the pause, a disyllabic item was presented. The subjects were allowed 2 sec to respond after the presentation of each item. A new trial would start at the end of this period, unless the subject made a response within this period; in the latter case, a new trial would start after a postresponse pause of 1 sec. The order of the four experimental sessions was counterbalanced across subjects. However, the order of presentation for the trials within each session was randomized for each subject. The whole experiment lasted about 30 min. Timing and response collection was under the control of the Macintosh IIsi computer running the Psyscope experimental control program.
Results and Discussion
Mean response times (RTs), measured from item offset, and mean error frequencies in each condition were calculated for each subject and for each item, and both RT and error measures were subjected to separate ANOVAs with subjects and items as random factors. We, in fact, carried out all analyses in two versions, one including all items sets and another omitting Item Set 9. The pattern of results was identical in both versions, and we will report only the analysis across all items. We will further report only results that were significant in both subjects and items analyses. For the RT analyses, missing data points were replaced by the mean for that subject or that item in the relevant condition.
As expected, "yes" responses (mean RT = 257 msec) were significantly faster than "no" responses (mean RT ϭ 435 msec) [F1(1,15) ϭ 29.37, p < .001; F 2(1,11) ϭ 119.12, p < .001]. The overall mean error rate was not high (6.8%) and did not differ significantly between "yes" (6.3%) and "no" (7.3%) responses (both Fs < 1).
The mean RTs and error rates for each of the seven mismatch conditions are shown in Table 3 . Since the results of interest here concern these seven conditions, all further analyses omitted the real-word items.
An overall ANOVA revealed no significant effect in the RTs but did reveal a significant difference between the seven mismatch conditions in error rate [F1(6,90) ϭ 5.13, p < .001; F 2(6,66) ϭ 2.41, p < .04]. We conducted multiple post hoc comparisons on each possible pairing of conditions to examine the components of this significant main effect, computing the Studentized range statistic q for each comparison. A conventional way of presenting the results of such multiple comparisons (Winer, 1972, p. 84) is to list the values in ranked order and draw an association line under any set of values between which there are no statistically significant differences. Such a presentation is given in Table 4 .
It can be seen that, when only tone differed, the error rate was higher than in any other condition. When only vowel differed, the error rate was higher than in any other condition except tone. When both onset and tone differed, the error rate was lower than in any other condition. The remaining four conditions were statistically indistinguishable.
Thus, the results of Experiment 1 did indeed show a difference between the dimensions along which a nonword can deviate from a real word. There was no difference in the speed with which the nonwords could be correctly rejected (which is difficult to interpret since the extensive homophony of the syllables made it impossible to control the degree to which the disyllabic nonwords overlapped with real words and, hence, the number of potential competitors that might have been activated); but there was a difference in the probability that nonwords would be erroneously accepted as a real word. We cannot offer an explanation for the low error rate in the onsettone condition (especially, why it should be lower than in the onset-vowel-tone condition). But, otherwise, the re- sults can be simply described: Two dimensions of difference from a real word (or one dimension if it is the syllable onset) suffice to produce accurate rejection of a nonword. Either a vowel difference or a tone difference alone is more likely to be overlooked and result in a nonword being erroneously accepted as a real word; a tone difference alone is significantly more likely to be overlooked than is a vowel difference alone. The tendency of listeners to overlook a vowel difference is interestingly consistent with recent results from other studies in different languages using different methodologies. In phoneme-monitoring experiments in English and Spanish, Cutler, van Ooijen, Norris, and SanchezCasas (1996) found that vowel targets were detected with relatively low accuracy. English listeners also found it easier to detect consonant targets than to detect vowel targets in Japanese despite the fact that the Japanese vowel repertoire is small and relatively distinct (Cutler & Otake, 1994) . Van Ooijen (1994 further found that, when listeners were presented with mispronounced words and asked to restore them to their correctly pronounced form, they found it much easier to alter vowels than to alter consonants. (One way in which this asymmetry manifested itself was in the relative speed of vowel versus consonant changes: Given the input shevel and instructed to turn it into a real word by changing only one sound, listeners more rapidly found a word via a vowel change [shovel] than via a consonant change [level ] . Another was in the relative accessibility of each type of change: Listeners were more likely to make an erroneous vowel change when instructed to make a consonant change than vice versa.) Thus, in a word recognition task, listeners are apparently ready to treat vowels as inherently more mutable objects than consonants. Cutler et al. (1996) argued that listeners' speech processing procedures, in fact, are adjusted to take explicit account of the intrinsic variability with which vowel tokens are realized in natural speech. The present finding of a significantly higher error rate when only a vowel was altered than when the onset or any combination of dimensions was altered is consistent with this claim that listeners treat vowels as potentially unreliable evidence.
Most interesting for the present question of interest, however, is the finding that a tone difference alone produced an error rate significantly higher than did a vowel difference alone. A subsequent analysis of the error data also showed a similar difference between vowel and tone manipulations. In this analysis, we attempted to assess the statistical significance of the effects of altering each of the three dimensions separately. To do this, we conducted t tests on responses collapsed across the three conditions for each dimension in which that dimension was the same for each pair versus those collapsed across the three comparable conditions in which it was different. Thus, to assess the effect of onset difference, we compared responses in the vowel, tone, and vowel-tone conditions (in all of which onset was the same in the two syllables) with responses in the onset-vowel, onset-tone, and onset-voweltone conditions, which differed from the first three just in adding in each case the onset difference. (Note that the onset condition alone cannot be included, since the condition from which its stimuli differ minimally is the base real word!) This analysis revealed that the subjects were significantly more likely to make an error (falsepositive response) when onset was the same than when onset was different [t1(15) ϭ 4.88, p < .001; t2(11) ϭ 2.27, p < .05].
To assess the effect of vowel difference, we similarly compared onset, tone, and onset-tone with onset-vowel, vowel-tone, and onset-vowel-tone. This comparison revealed that it was, in fact, not significantly more likely that the subjects would err when vowel was the same than when vowel was different (t1 and t 2 were both nonsignificant). However, the comparison to assess the effect of tone difference, between onset, vowel, and onsetvowel, on the one hand, and onset-tone, vowel-tone, and onset-vowel-tone, on the other, showed that it was again more likely that an error would result when tone was the same than when tone was different [t1(15) ϭ 2.87, p < .02; t 2(11) ϭ 2.55, p < .03].
This pattern of results suggests that the listeners were indeed paying attention to the tone and, in fact, that tone alteration was capable of exercising a more consistent effect than was vowel alteration. Why then was the error rate in general so high in the condition in which only tone was altered, even in comparison with the condition in which only vowel was altered? We decided to examine the effects of manipulating tone more closely by conducting a further analysis in which we took into account the nature of the tone difference. Recall that Cantonese has six lexical tones. Figure 1 , a reanalysis of production data for a single male speaker and a single female speaker from Fok (1974) reproduced from Gandour (1983) , shows that these tones are not highly distinct. Most distinct from the other tones is Tone 1, which begins high and falls; the other five tones each have their onset at a similar point on the F0 scale. We did not control which tone differences we used in our materials, since we were constrained by the need to choose possible syllables that in combination made nonexisting words. However, as it happened, some of our tone differences involved Tone 1 against other tones (eight items), whereas some involved two less distinct tones (four items). We predicted that the error rate in the tone condition would be higher for the latter (hard ) group of items than for the former (easy) group. An unequal-N ANOVA across items revealed that the easy-hard comparison interacted significantly with the seven-way nonword condition factor [F 2(6,60) ϭ 3.72, p < .005]. In six of the conditions, the mean error rate for the easy items versus the hard items varied very little (from 4% to less than 1%), but, in the tone condition, there was a very large difference: the mean error rates for the hard and easy items were 31.4% and 7.1%, respectively. This suggests that some tone distinctions simply cannot be made in the earliest portions of a syllable. In a speeded-response task such as auditory lexical decision, the pressure to respond quickly may encourage listeners to issue their response before the distinguishing tonal information has actually had time to arrive. Evidence from a study of Thai tonal contrasts by Burnham, Kirkwood, Luksaneeyanawin, and Pansottee (1992) is consistent with this suggestion; the order of difficulty of paired Thai tones as judged by English listeners in a same-different judgment task was determined by the nominal starting pitch of the tones. When the starting pitch was similar, these listeners' accuracy was little better than chance, whereas, for pairs of tones with very different starting pitch, accuracy was as high as 94%. We therefore decided in our next experiment to move to a simpler task that would allow us to assess the order in which perceptual information becomes available to listeners and the relative speed with which a fairly distinct and a fairly nondistinct tonal difference can be perceived. The task we chose was that used by Burnham et al. (1992) -namely, samedifferent judgment, which in principle requires no linguistic processing at all and certainly requires no lexical access. We asked listeners to judge, as rapidly as possible, whether two auditorily presented open syllables were the same or different. When they were different, the difference could be in any one of the three dimensions of the syllable (consonant, vowel, or tone) or any combination of these. Our materials contained two tonal distinctions. Both were between a falling tone and a rising tone, so that the syllables as a whole should be clearly distinct; but the two pairs differed in how far apart on the F 0 scale the tones were initiated. One comparison, between Tones 1 (high falling) and 2 (middle rising), we predict to be an easy distinction for listeners to make, since Tone 1 begins at a much higher point than Tone 2 does. The other, between Tones 4 (low falling) and 5 (low rising), we predict to be harder, because the two tones begin at fairly similar points. In a speeded-response task, listeners will be more likely to overlook a difference that is not immediately available.
EXPERIMENT 2 Method
Materials. Two sets of 8 real-word syllables (Cantonese syllables with corresponding Chinese characters) and two sets of 8 nonword syllables (legal but nonoccurring syllables in Cantonese) served as stimuli (all are listed in Appendix B). Only open syllables were used. Each set of word or nonword syllables was constructed by using two onsets, two vowel rimes, and two tones to compose eight possible combinations. In one each of the real-word set and one each of the nonword set, the two tones were Tones 1 and 2 (the easy distinctions); in the remaining sets, the two tones were Tones 4 and 5 (the hard distinctions). The chosen segmental contrasts also differed in intrinsic difficulty. The easy tone distinction was realized on the syllable pairs te-gy (phonetically [tε], [ky]) and ji-sy (phonetically [ji], [sy]); the onsets of the first pair are two voiceless stops, which (on the perceptual confusion evidence for consonants; see Miller & Nicely, 1955; Wang & Bilger, 1973) should be harder to distinguish than the onsets of the second pair, a glide and a strident fricative, whereas the vowels of the first pair involve a low-central unrounded versus high-front rounded contrast, which should be easier to discriminate than the contrast in the second pair, between two high-front vowels differing only on roundedness (note that relevant perceptual confusion evidence for these vowels is not available in the literature, although studies of American-English vowels-e.g., see Peterson & Barney, 1952, and Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995-do suggest that the dimensions backfront, high-low, and rounded-unrounded determine confusion between vowels; the more dimensions of difference, the less likely two ; the former onset distinction, between a nonstrident fricative and an aspirated stop, should be harder to distinguish than the latter, between a stop and a lateral, whereas the former vowel distinction, between a back diphthong moving from mid to high and a low-central monophthong, should be easier to distinguish than the latter, between two diphthongs both beginning with front unrounded vowels, one high and the other upper-mid, and both ending with high vowels.
The 32 resulting syllables were recorded by a female native speaker of Cantonese in a quiet room. Each of the syllables was spoken several times at a comfortable rate. Because of the nature of the same-different judgment task, we wished to ensure that there were no durational differences between items that could result in responses being issued earlier in some pairs than in others; this could have arisen because of correlations between tone and syllable duration that can occur in Cantonese (Kong, 1987) . The following procedure was adopted to control stimulus duration. One token of each item, of maximally similar duration, was chosen. The tokens were then edited, using the SoundEdit program, to a constant length of about 795 msec by compressing or expanding the syllable. In no case did the durational adjustment result in a change greater than 6.25% of the original duration. Care was taken to ensure that good auditory quality of the resulting items was preserved by presenting the stimuli at a rate of one item per 5 sec to a group of 5 pilot subjects, who were asked to repeat the items they had just heard. No subject had any difficulty with any of the 32 items in this pretest. An ANOVA carried out on the measured durations of the tokens used in the experiment revealed no significant difference between tokens as a function of any of the independent variables (wordnonword status, easy vs. hard tone distinction, item identity) alone or in combination. The durations of the syllabic rimes (here, the vowel parts of the syllables; mean duration ϭ 688 msec) were separately analyzed, and this analysis similarly revealed no significant differences as a function of any of the independent variables.
The items were digitized and stored in the same manner as for Experiment 1. Pitch analysis of the syllables was carried out using ESPS speech analysis software. Pitch traces for all 32 syllables are shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the point of F0 onset for Tones 1 and 2 (the easy distinction) differs by approximately 50 Hz, whereas the point of F 0 onset for Tones 4 and 5 (the hard distinction) is closely comparable. The word and nonword syllables were then used to assemble eight possible types of syllable pairs that involved either two identical items or two items that differed in either one or more syllabic components (i.e., onset, rime, tone), as illustrated in Table 5 .
Each set of word or nonword syllables could thus make up 64 different pairs (i.e., 8 identical and 56 different pairs). In order to have equal numbers of positive and negative trials, each pair of identical syllables was repeated seven times. Consequently, for each set of word or nonword syllables, 56 positive pairs and 56 negative pairs were produced, for a total of 112 pairs. These stimulus pairs were then divided into two blocks of 56 pairs each (with 28 positive pairs and 28 negative pairs in each block), so that each unique pair of identical syllables occurred three times in one block and four times in another block, whereas each pair of different syllables appeared only once in the two blocks. In addition, order was counterbalanced across the two blocks, such that each individual syllable occurred 14 times in first position in a stimulus pair (7 times in the positive pairs and 7 times in the negative pairs) and 14 times in second position.
Subjects. Sixteen subjects were recruited from the same subject pool used in Experiment 1. All fulfilled the same criteria as the subjects of Experiment 1.
Procedure. The subjects were tested individually in a quiet room. They heard the stimuli, in pairs, at a comfortable level through Sound MD-802A headphones. All subjects heard both blocks of stimuli for all four stimulus sets. They were asked to judge whether or not the two syllables in each pair were identical, by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard of the Macintosh computer, and to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
The experiment included a practice session and eight experimental sessions. The first session was always the practice session, which consisted of 28 trials, with 14 identical and 14 different syllable pairs. Half of the practice trials contained word syllables, and the other half contained nonword syllables, but none coincided with those used in the experimental trials. The eight experimental blocks, with 56 trials in each block, were made up of the word and nonword stimuli described above. Thus, four experimental blocks contained word syllables, and the other four contained nonword syllables. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. However, the order of presentation of trials within each block was randomized for each subject individually. The whole experiment lasted about 1 h.
Each trial started with the presentation of a short (300-msec) warning tone, followed by a 400-msec pause. Immediately after the pause, the first syllable was presented, lasting about 800 msec. At the acoustic offset of the first syllable, a 250-msec pause followed. The second syllable was then presented. The subjects were allowed 2 sec for response after the presentation of the second syllable. A new trial began at the end of this period, unless the subject made a response within this period. In the latter case, a new trial began after a pause of 1 sec. Timing and response collection was controlled as in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Mean RTs and mean error frequencies were calculated, missing data points replaced, and ANOVAs conducted in the same manner as for Experiment 1.
The mean RTs (from the onset of the second member of the pair) and error rates for the seven "different" conditions are shown in Table 6 , separately for the easy and hard tone comparisons. Overall ANOVAs first assessed the effects of the word-nonword and easy/hard manipulations. RTs to word stimuli (mean RT ϭ 856 msec) were faster than RTs to nonword stimuli (mean RT = 880 msec) [F1(1,15) ϭ 4.92, p < .05; F 2(1,28) ϭ 4.25, p < .05], but this factor did not interact with any other factors in our analyses; there was no effect of this factor in the error rates. Since the real-word syllables were also the syllables with the more easily distinguishable onsets, this effect could represent either an effect of lexical status or an effect of onset discriminability, or both (see later discussion); it is in the reverse direction for an effect of vowel discriminability.
The seven-way mismatch condition factor was significant in both RTs and error rates [RTs, F1(6, 90) ϭ 16.22, p < .001, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 30.37, p < .001; error rates, F1(6,90) ϭ 3.08, p < .01, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 18.67, p < .001]. Responses to stimuli involving an easy tone discrimination were significantly faster (mean RT = 820 msec) than responses to stimuli involving a hard tone discrimination (mean RT ϭ 913 msec) [F1(1,15) ϭ 65.82, p < .001, and F 2(1,28) ϭ 86.37, p < .001], although there was no easy/hard difference in the error rates (mean error rates for easy and hard were 3.9% and 5%, respectively). More importantly, the easy/hard comparison interacted significantly in both RTs and error rates with the seven-way mismatch condition factor [RTs, F1(6, 90) ϭ 6.9, p < .001, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 6.58, p < .001; error rates, F1(6,90) ϭ 3.37, p < .005, and F 2 (6,168) ϭ 4.2, p < .001]. Thus, we conducted our further analyses on the entire materials set and separately for the easy and hard items.
The further analyses of the mismatch manipulation were in two parts. The first part consisted of multiple individual intercondition comparisons, in the same manner as for Experiment 1. The pattern of all intercondition comparisons (for RTs and for errors, overall and separately for the Easy and Hard tone comparison subsets) is summarized in Table 7 .
As Table 6 shows, the six conditions other than tone differed in their ordering; however, in every case, these six conditions did not differ statistically among themselves, whereas the tone condition was always significantly different (slower RTs, higher error rates) from all other conditions. In other words, it was harder to decide that two syllables were different when the only difference between them was in their tone, and this was true whether the tone distinction was easy or hard for listeners to make.
Next, as for Experiment 1, we assessed the statistical significance of the effects of altering each of the three dimensions separately, by conducting analyses in which responses were collapsed across the three conditions for each dimension in which that dimension was the same for each pair versus the three comparable conditions in which it was different. Because the four item sets differed in onset discriminability, vowel discriminability, and tone discriminability, we conducted these analyses separately for each item set. The comparison to assess the RT effect of onset difference revealed that "different" responses were significantly faster when onset differed than when onset was the same [t1(15) ϭ 4.49, p < .001; t2(7) ϭ 7.21, p < .001; t tests across both subjects and trials were also separately significant for all four item sets]. The same comparison for error rates was marginally significant [t1(15) ϭ 2.03, p < .06; t 2(7) ϭ 5.02, p < .002; t tests across both subjects and trials were separately significant for two of the four item sets, fou-koe and piu-lei].
The comparison to assess the effect of vowel difference showed, similarly, that "different" responses were significantly faster when vowel was different than when vowel was the same [t1(15) ϭ 5.27, p < .001; t2(7) ϭ 8.15, p < .001; both subjects and items t tests were separately significant for the sets ji-sy, fou-koe, and piu-lei). Furthermore, the same comparison for error rates was marginally significant [t1(15) ϭ 1.82, p < .09; t 2(7) ϭ 7.55, p < .001; here, t tests across both subjects and trials were separately significant only for piu-lei, whereas the trials t test was significant for te-gy and fou-koe).
The overall comparison to assess the effect of tone difference revealed no significant differences in either overall RT or error rate as a function of whether the tone was the same or different; t tests across both subjects and trials revealed significantly faster RTs when tone was different than when tone was the same for the ji-sy set only, and they revealed no other significant effects either across subjects or across trials in RTs or in errors.
Thus, although the item sets differed in the relative discriminability of the onset contrast, this variation had little effect: The onset always contributed to the responses, as measured by either RTs or errors. Similarly, despite variability in the discriminability of the vowel contrast, the vowel also contributed in either RTs or errors for each item set. The tone contrast, however, made a noticeably smaller contribution (significant only in the case of the RTs to one easy tone pair).
In conclusion, then, this simple same-different judgment task has revealed that differences of tone-as the earlier experiments by Tsang and Hoosain (1979) , and Taft and Chen (1992) indicated-have less robust effects on processing than do segmental differences. The effects of manipulating onset and vowel in our experiment were very similar. "Different" responses were, overall, faster and more accurate when onset differed than when it did not and when vowel differed than when it did not. In contrast, tone difference alone did not lead to an increase in speed or accuracy of response; instead, the reverse was true. When the subjects were presented with a pair of syllables differing only in tone, their responses were slow, and they made a relatively high number of errors.
The effects on response accuracy have perhaps more farreaching implications than do the effects on RT. An error in the tone condition consisted of the subject's responding "same" when the stimuli, in fact, differed; the fact that the proportion of errors in this condition was the highest of all suggests that the listeners were sometimes simply not processing the tonal information effectively. Nor was this only the case when the tone comparison was hard; in the easy subset, the error rate was highest in this condition.
Our interpretation would be that these results are evidence of the limits of tone processing and are acoustic in Table 5 Sample Stimuli Used in Experiments 2 and 3
Mismatch
Example Correct Response nature rather than linguistic. A simple way to test whether an effect in a language perception experiment is acoustic or linguistc in nature is to present the same input to listeners who do not know the language in question (see Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Segui, 1987) . Linguistic effects should disappear with such a subject population. Since initial auditory processing of acoustic stimuli should reflect characteristics of the human auditory system rather than effects of linguistic knowledge, however, it should be constant across listener groups, so that effects that are due to this level of processing should be maintained. In Experiment 3, therefore, we presented the materials of Experiment 2 to listeners who knew no Cantonese and were native speakers of Dutch.
EXPERIMENT 3 Method
Subjects. Seventeen subjects were recruited from the subject pool of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. All subjects were undergraduate students at Nijmegen University and were native speakers of Dutch, and none had any knowledge of Cantonese. No subject reported a history of hearing loss or speech disorder.
Materials and Procedure. The materials were the same as those for Experiment 2. The subjects were tested in groups of up to 4 in a quiet room. Presentation and instructions were (except for the language of instruction) as in Experiment 2. Timing and response collection was under the control of a Hermac PC running the NESU experimental control program.
Results and Discussion
Mean RTs and mean error frequencies were calculated and analyzed as in Experiment 2. The mean RTs and error rates for the seven mismatch conditions are shown in Table 8 , separately for the easy and hard tone comparison subsets. The word-nonword comparison was insignificant in analyses of both RTs and error rates (all Fs < 1).
There was a main effect of mismatch conditions in both RTs and errors [for RTs, F1(6, 96) ϭ 51.87, p < .001, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 34.25, p < .001; for error rates, F1(6,96) ϭ 29.86, p < .001, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 190.34, p < .001]. Responses to easy stimuli were again significantly faster and more accurate than to hard stimuli [for RTs, F1(1,16) ϭ 29.01, p < .001, and F 2(1,28) ϭ 32.25, p < .001; for error rates, F1(1,16) ϭ 42.5, p < .001, and F 2(1,28) ϭ 87.68, p < .001]. Again, there was an interaction of the easy/hard factor with the seven-way mismatch factor [for RTs, F1(6,96) ϭ 6.86, p < .001, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 6.88, p < .001; for error rates, F1(6,96) ϭ 31.68, p < .001, and F 2(6,168) ϭ 119.1, p < .001]. As Table 8 shows, the Dutch listeners found the hard discrimination in the tonealone condition very difficult indeed.
Further analyses of the mismatch manipulation were conducted as for Experiments 1 and 2. Multiple intercondition comparisons to examine the significant effect of the seven-way mismatch factor revealed in this case different patterns for RTs and for errors and different patterns for the easy and hard tone comparison subsets. For errors, the overall pattern for these Dutch listeners was the same as for the Cantonese listeners of Experiment 2 (i.e., the tone condition was significantly more error-prone than were any of the six other conditions, which did not differ statistically among themselves). However, the easy and hard subsets differed. For the hard subset, the overall pattern of significance was repeated (despite some difference of ordering within the six statistically equivalent conditions); however, in the easy subset, there was no significant difference between any pair of the seven conditions. Thus, for Dutch listeners, the easy tone discrimination allowed a reduction in error rate for the condition in which only tone differed across the two syllables, such that this condition was not significantly different from the other mismatch conditions.
In the RTs, the tone condition was again statistically different (slower RTs) from each of the other conditions, and, again, this was separately true for both the easy subset and the hard subset. However, the other six conditions were not in this case statistically indistinguishable. The statistical patterns of association between conditions are shown in Table 9 .
In the analyses collapsing across conditions in which a given component was the same versus different, it proved significantly easier to make a "different" response when onset was different than when onset was the same [RTs, t1(16) ϭ 9.97, p < .001, and t2(7) ϭ 14.52, (7) ϭ 9.5, p < .001]. As in Experiment 2, this effect was separately significant across both subjects and trials in the RTs for each of the item sets and in errors for the sets foukoe and piu-lei; here, it was further significant across subjects in the errors made to the remaining two item sets. It was also significantly easier to make a "different" response when vowel was different than when vowel was the same [RTs, t1(16) ϭ 7.12, p < .001, and t2(7) ϭ 16.11, p < .001; errors, t1(16) ϭ 5.64, p < .001, and t 2(7) ϭ 11.33, p < .001]. This effect also was separately significant across both subjects and trials in the RTs for each of the item sets and in the errors for the three item sets foukoe, piu-lei, and te-gy.
For the comparable analysis of tone effects, neither for RTs nor for errors did subjects or trials overall comparisons reach the .05 level of significance. The item set jisy again produced significantly faster responses when tone differed than when tone was the same, in both subjects and trials analyses, and this effect also appeared in RTs in subjects analyses only for te-gy and in errors in the trials analysis only for piu-lei.
One obvious, and perhaps unexpected, finding in Experiment 3 is that the Dutch listeners in fact performed the judgment task more rapidly than did the native Cantonese listeners of Experiment 2. An analysis combining the results of Experiments 2 and 3 revealed no significant difference between the two subject groups in error rate but did reveal an RT advantage for the Dutch listeners [F1(1,31) ϭ 5.87, p < .025; F 2(1,28) ϭ 426.24, p < .001]. This could simply reflect the greater facility of the Dutch subject group (experienced members of the MPI subject pool) with RT experiments; or it could result from the fact that, for the Dutch listeners, all the stimuli were nonsense items, which might have encouraged them to focus attention at a relatively low processing level. However, the most important feature of the results of Experiment 3 is actually their broad similarity to the results of Experiment 2. Just as the native Cantonese speakers had responded significantly less rapidly and significantly less accurately to the stimuli in which only tone differed than to any other set of stimuli, so too did the Dutch listeners.
For both subject groups, "different" responses were faster and more accurate when onset differed than when it did not and when vowel differed than when it did not. For neither subject group did the comparison of conditions in which tone was different with conditions in which tone was the same produce any overall difference in RTs or error rates. Again, all item sets, regardless of the relative discriminability of the contrasts involved, showed clear effects of onset and vowel difference, whereas comparable effects of Tone difference hardly ever appeared. Across the 48 separate such individual comparisons (4 items sets ϫ 3 dimensions [onset, vowel, tone] The subjects in Experiment 3 were not native speakers of Cantonese; indeed, they knew nothing of this language. Note that the one effect that appeared in Experiment 2 but not in Experiment 3 was the main effect of the word-nonword comparison shown only by the native speaker subjects of Experiment 2. Although this effect could have been interpreted as an effect of onset discriminability, the otherwise closely parallel results of the onset comparisons across the two experiments suggest that this asymmetry is better ascribed to the lexical knowledge of the Cantonese listeners. No word recognition was, in fact, required in the same-different judgment task (and, indeed, the effects of the mismatch manipulations were the same for word and nonword items for both subject groups, and the word-nonword comparison did not interact with other factors). The principal results of both experiments may therefore be presumed to owe nothing to lexical knowledge. Instead, we propose that these experiments tell us about constraints on the perceptual processing of tonal information, irrespective of whether or not the listener is accustomed to using such information in the course of lexical access.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In three experiments, we have examined listeners' processing of lexical tone information in Cantonese. In an auditory lexical decision task, Cantonese listeners were significantly more likely to erroneously accept a nonword as a real word when the only difference between the nonword and a real word was in the tonal value of the second syllable. Such an error was particularly probable when the F 0 onset difference between the correct tone of the real word and the erroneous tone on the nonword was small, so that the tone distinction was, in effect, perceptually hard to make. In a same-different judgment task, Cantonese listeners were slower and less accurate in their responses when the only difference between two syllables was in their tonal value, and this was true whether the F 0 onset difference rendered the distinction between the two tones perceptually easy or perceptually hard; only one perceptually easy tonal distinction produced an effect on RTs such that responses were faster when the tone differed than when it was the same. Since both the syllable onset and the rime (here, a vowel only) had clear effects of this kind in this task, it appears that only a perceptually easy tonal distinction can be as effective a discriminator as segmental distinctions. In a final experiment, the same-different judgment task was repeated with non-native listeners who had no knowledge of Cantonese and no experience in making lexical tone distinctions. These listeners produced a pattern of results highly similar to that produced by the native listeners: Responses were, in general, slower and less accurate when the only difference between two syllables was in their tonal value, and only the same perceptually easy tonal distinction produced a reliable effect on RTs such that responses were faster when the tone differed than when it was the same. This pattern of results offers some clarification of the apparent puzzle provided by the findings summarized in the introduction-namely, that although tonal distinctions in a language such as Cantonese are pervasive and are necessary for successful word recognition, listeners are slower and more error-prone in utilizing tonal information than in utilizing segmental information. Our results suggest that many tonal discriminations are simply quite hard to make. In speeded-response tasks, the pressure to respond quickly shows the advantage of segmental over tonal information: In some cases, the subjects issued their response before the tonal information had been adequately processed.
In Cantonese, as Figure 1 shows, a high proportion of tonal discriminations are hard to make. This is not necessarily true for every tone language; Mandarin, for example, has four lexical tones that, at least in comparison with Cantonese, must be considered to be relatively distinct. It would be interesting to ascertain whether our present results would be replicated in full in a language such as Mandarin. The results of Taft and Chen (1992) and of Repp and Lin (1990) , however, suggest that the perception of tones in Mandarin and in Cantonese is, in fact, not greatly different; recall that the former study found that tone differences alone led to difficulty in a homophone judgment task in both these languages, whereas the latter study, in which tone judgments were made less rapidly than were segmental judgments, was carried out with Mandarin listeners. Shen and Lin (1991) , in fact, describe the discrimination of Mandarin tones as involving perception of the timing of the F 0 turning point within the syllable, so that it is clear that at least some Mandarin discriminations, like Cantonese discriminations, cannot be made without a certain accumulation of information across the syllable.
What, then, do our results tell us about the role of tonal information in speech perception in this tone language? First, it is absolutely clear that the listeners in our experiments were paying full attention to the tonal information and were processing it where and as soon as they could; the very highest error rate, for lexical decisions in which the difference from a real word involved only a perceptually hard tone discrimination, was still only around 30%. When distinctive tonal information arrived early (e.g., the F 0 onset points of Tone 1 vs. 2 in Experiments 2 and 3), it was processed more efficiently (i.e., exercised a clear effect on response patterns) than when it arrived late (Tones 4 vs. 5 in Experiments 2 and 3). However, our overall pattern of results suggests that tonal information simply does not usually arrive early. Tones are primarily realized upon vowels; therefore, they cannot be processed until the vowel information is available. Tonal information conveyed on a vowel and the vowel information itself are unlikely to be processed fully independently; classification of vowels in CV syllables is slower when the pitch of the syllable varies than when it is held constant, and, likewise, classification of pitch is slower when the vowel on which it is realized varies than when it is constant (Lee & Nusbaum, 1993; Miller, 1978; Repp & Lin, 1990) . Vowels, however, can in principle be identified very early; in a CV sequence, the transition from the consonant into the vowel is enough for listeners to achieve vowel identification (Strange, 1989) . In a given syllable, then, the order of arrival of the components of the syllable (as manipulated in our experiments) must be onset, then vowel, then tone.
In fact, we now know that the processing of vowels is also undertaken with some caution by listeners and that vowels in naturally spoken words are regarded as inherently mutable information sources (Cutler et al., 1996; van Ooijen, 1994 . The underlying reason for this behavior on the part of listeners is taken to be the fact that the realization of vowels in natural phonetic contexts is highly variable; as a result, in computation of the lexical access code, listeners assign a lower priority to vocalic information than to consonantal information. The realization of lexical tone in natural phonetic contexts is, however, also subject to considerable variability. Contextual effects of the tone of one syllable upon the tone of an adjacent syllable (tone sandhi) may result in intertone distinctions that are quite clear in citationform pronunciations being lost or greatly reduced in context. Thus, we may reasonably expect that listeners would exercise caution in processing natural tone information and would make contextually dependent tone identifications where required (see Speer, Shih, & Slowiaczek, 1989 , for evidence that this is indeed necessary in Man-darin). Nevertheless, we believe that our results are symptomatic of a real perceptual disadvantage for the processing of tonal information in comparison with segmental information.
Other evidence shows that the kind of perceptual decision involved in tone processing, even in its simplest form, requires a certain accumulation of evidence and may be more difficult than perceptual decisions about vowels. Ritsma, Cardozo, Domburg, and Neelen (1965) reported a direct improvement in accuracy of pitch matching as a function of increasing duration of complex tone stimuli. More recently, Robinson and Patterson (1995) asked English listeners to classify vowel segments on one of three dimensions: vowel quality, tone height, or tone chroma. Performance was measured as a function of stimulus duration. Vowel quality could be reliably reported for segments too short for reliable categorization of either of the tone dimensions. At all stimulus durations, moreover, classification of vowel quality was significantly superior to classification of either of the tone dimensions. Robinson and Patterson argue that an interactive relationship between pitch identification and vowel quality cannot consist of the use of pitch information to guide vowel quality identification; if such an interactive relationship exists, it is more likely to be in the reverse direction. Although the brief synthetic stimuli used in these experiments are an imperfect analogue of natural speech, the results do suggest that, in a simple perceptual task, decisions on the segmental dimension of vowel quality can be made far more rapidly than can tonal decisions.
In the simple perceptual task we used in Experiments 2 and 3, the results certainly accord with this account. When the discrimination to be made was between two syllables differing only in tone, the subjects responded more slowly and less accurately. Only perceptually easy tonal distinctions had any significant effect such that responses were facilitated when tone differed as opposed to when it was the same; in contrast, syllable onset and vowel consistently exercised such facilitatory effects. Thus, in this task, segmental information about vowel quality was clearly more salient than was tonal information.
Interestingly, the picture was not quite so clear-cut with the other methodology we used, the auditory lexical decision task of Experiment 1. Recall that, in that task, although again the condition in which the input differed (from a real word) only in tone was clearly harder than the other conditions, there was a greater facilitatory effect on responses of different tone relative to same tone than there was of different vowel relative to same vowel. (Onset, again, had a consistent facilitatory effect.) This relative lack of an effect of vowel is, as we pointed out in discussing the results of Experiment 1, consistent with listener caution in the processing of vowel information, as revealed by other recent studies (Cutler et al., 1996; van Ooijen, 1994 . Our later results, from the simpler task of Experiments 2 and 3, suggest that the disadvantage for vowels is specific to word recognition and indeed supports van Ooijen's (in press) argument that the disadvantage reflects, in computation of the lexical access code in spoken-word recognition, a lower priority for vocalic information than for consonantal information.
Lexical tone, however, as we suggested in the introduction, does participate fully in the lexical access code. Responses in Experiment 1 were more accurate when tone differed (from a real word) that when tone was the same. In contrast to the situation with lexical stress, speakers of a tone language cannot ignore prosodic (suprasegmental) information about lexical identity. In lexical stress languages, the prosodic information per se is usually redundant, since there are also segmental correlates of nearly all stress distinctions; thus, the speaker of a stress language incurs remarkably little cost, and possibly a considerable benefit in simplification of processing, by omitting prosodic considerations entirely from computation of the lexical access code. In lexical tone languages, the cost of ignoring the prosodic dimension in word recognition would be inordinately high.
Nevertheless, processing the prosodic dimension in a language like Cantonese, as the results from all three of our experiments attest, is not a simple matter: tonal information often arrives later than does information about the vowel that bears the tone, and, hence, the processing of tone can be at a disadvantage in comparison with the processing of the very segment (the vowel) upon which it is realized. In speeded-response tasks such as we used in the present study, this temporal delay in the availability of the information shows up in a significantly greater probability that tone will be misprocessed than that the segmental dimensions onset and vowel will be misprocessed. In this respect, the situation in lexical tone languages is indeed similar to the situation in lexical stress languages: Information is processed as soon as it becomes usable, but prosodic information may reach this state relatively slowly. In lexical stress languages, prosodic information may not become usable until more than one syllable of a word is heard; in tone languages, it may become usable only when more of the vowel that carries it is available than is needed for identification of the vowel itself. In either case, limitations on the usability of prosodic information arise simply and necessarily from the acoustic characteristics of speech.
